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            What is Direct
 Market Access

                (DMA) in Trading?

        

        
            
                
                    Trading in stocks, forex, CFDs or any other instrument is largely
                        conducted through brokers or market makers, without traders having direct contact with the
                        exchanges where the actual trades take place. Direct Market Access (DMA) System that allows
                        traders to execute their trades directly on the exchanges. DMA means that they do not have to
                        rely on market making firms or dealers to carry out their trades. More recently, DMA brokers
                        have emerged offering retail investors the opportunity to access market rates and trade directly
                        on exchanges.

                    In this article, we take a look at what Direct Market
                        Access (DMA) is, and how it works.
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                    As the name suggests, Direct Market Access (DMA) is access to the
                        electronics systems and orders books of an exchange, such as the LSE, ASX, or the forex market.
                        DMA trading is possible for exchange traded products only and it is a preferred method of
                        professional traders rather than using the services of an intermediary firm.

                    Financial exchanges are organised markets, where financial instruments
                        including stocks, commodities, derivative products and other assets are traded. Retail traders
                        gain direct access to these exchanges through intermediaries. Traditional trading routes would
                        see a trader place an order through a software trading platform, which would go to a dedicated
                        brokerage server, who would then relay the order to the servers at the exchange. The transaction
                        would then be carried out at the exchange.

                

            

            
                
                    In the case of DMA trading, the trader enters an DMA order through a
                        software trading platform which reaches the exchange servers directly. Besides doing away with
                        the intermediary, this method of electronic trading allows traders access to the exchange’s
                        order book which lists all the buy and sell orders. 

                    Since the number of transactions that are executed on a single exchange
                        on a daily basis run into millions, direct access to their platforms is possible only through
                        technologically advanced infrastructure or specially developed trading platforms. The simplified
                        order flow process creates a highly efficient markets place where traders on the buy-side side
                        able to view the offer price and easily determine the transaction costs.
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            Who Has
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                    Brokerage firms, acting as intermediaries between traders and exchanges,
                        have direct market access for executing the trading orders. In addition to this, sell-side
                        investment banks generally have direct market access, which is used to execute trades on their
                        behalf. Since the whole process of getting direct market access involves a lot of investment in
                        technology and infrastructure, it can be quite expensive, which means only big players have
                        access to it.

                

            

            
                
                    To compensate for the high investment, several firms are combining
                        direct market access with the provision of algorithmic trading and other advanced trading
                        strategies. These strategies help speed up the trading process and reduce the risk involved.
                        High frequency trading is also made easier with the use of advanced algorithms which react
                        instantly to market movements, allowing the quick execution of orders.
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                    While most broker firms work on a market making quote basis, recently
                        there has been an increase in the number of brokers using the DMA route for executing trades on behalf of their
                        clients. The use of DMA allows the broker to execute trades directly on the respective order
                        book of an exchange.

                    Established brokers offer both the market maker route and DMA options
                        for trading, while laying down the terms for both types of trading clearly. Reputable and
                        regulated brokers also distinguish between the different charges to ensure transparency of
                        commissions and spreads. This helps their clients make informed decisions.

                

            

            
                
                    In the traditional market making route, the market maker quotes the best
                        price at which a trader can buy or sell a financial instrument. With DMA, traders have access to
                        live rates and can, therefore, act as market participants themselves. They have the option of
                        submitting offers even before accepting a quote. The access to Level 2 screens, which show the
                        number of buyers and sellers at each price level, allows traders access to depth of market and
                        to make trading decisions accordingly.
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                        Reduced Latency
Trade latency is
                            reduced with the elimination of an intermediary. This ensures that orders are placed much
                            faster, which in turn increases the chances of its execution at the desired price.

                    

                    
                        [image: ] 

                        Wider Options
Access to live market
                            quotes provides traders the opportunity to trade in a wide variety of instruments.

                    

                    
                        [image: ] 

                        Anonymity
The absence of an
                            intermediary allows the trader to gain more privacy.

                    

                    
                        [image: ] 

                        Reduced Costs
Since there is no
                            intermediary, the trader saves on spreads and only needs to pay the commission to trade.
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                        More Informed Decisions
Since the
                            order books are visible, traders can make informed decisions by identifying areas of optimal
                            liquidity. Traders can also see the depth of market.
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                        Trader Becomes the Price
                                Maker
Participation in live trading allows traders to contribute to the upward
                            or downward movement of the price of the underlying financial instrument. In essence,
                            traders become price makers instead of price takers.
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                        Transparency
Since the information
                            visible to all participants is the same, a level playing field is available to all
                            participants. Traders can also see each and every bid and offer for the financial instrument
                            that they are trading.
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                    What are the
 Challenges
                        Associated
 with DMA?

                    By now we know that DMA offers
                        direct access to the exchange and requires massive investment in infrastructure and technology,
                        which may be not possible for many individual traders. This route of trading may pose some other
                        challenges, such as:

                    	
                            Platform
                                    Compatibility: It is essential that traders use a highly compatible platform.
                                This requires the use of technical languages and software. Discrepancy may affect the
                                speed and functioning of the entire system.

                        
	
                            Network
                                    Congestion: Any kind of network congestion can affect the speed of
                                information being relayed and play havoc with a trader’s plans.
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                    Historically, only the big financial institutions or institutional
                        traders had Direct Market Access to carry out their trades, using Level 2 quotations. However,
                        advancements in technology and high-speed internet services have enabled even retail investors
                        to gain access to real time quotes and place orders. This is possible through highly efficient
                        trading platforms that have high levels of functionality.

                

            

            
                
                    Access to DMA trading allows investors to gain complete transparency
                        regarding an exchange’s order book and all the trade orders that take place. More and more
                        brokers are integrating their DMA platforms with sophisticated strategies, like algorithmic
                        trading, to streamline the entire process and offer cost savings. Since order execution takes
                        only a fraction of a second, traders also get the chance to take advantage of trading
                        opportunities available for very short timeframes.
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                    Direct market for stocks, currencies or commodities are markets where
                        both buyers and sellers come together. Sellers are liquidity providers or market makers and are
                        responsible for the sale of financial instruments. On the other end are buyers who may include
                        retail investors or management companies. These transactions take place at exchanges where both
                        the buy and sell prices are quoted. 

                    Apart from the various financial instruments, traders can
                        also invest in Contracts for Difference (CFDs). Unlike a traditional stock exchange, CFDs are
                        contracts that allow traders to gain exposure to a market without actually taking possession of
                        the underlying asset. These contracts are between a CFD provider and trader where the settlement
                        is the difference between the opening and closing prices of the contract. The quoted prices of
                        CFDs are based on the market price of the underlying asset. Aside from the spread, CFD prices
                        basically mirror the prices found in the equivalent stock market. The CFD provider takes the
                        orders from their clients and then places them in the direct exchanges or markets. The CFD
                        provider in this case is a market maker.

                

            

            
                
                    Now, when a CFD providers client trades a contract for difference using
                        the DMA CFD trading option, the provider places a corresponding order in the direct market. This
                        is done by the provider to hedge their exposure. The order placed by the provider in the direct
                        market is an individual order mirroring the price, volume and other instructions of the CFD
                        order placed by the client.
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                    Brokers offering Direct Market Access trading to investors allow the
                        latter to see different prices of different market orders and place their own orders based on
                        these insights. This is possible through specialised trading platforms, like IRESS. This specially developed platform
                        comes with several charting options, regular market alerts, live streaming news and a huge range
                        of order options that can even be automated.

                    The broker generally charges a fee for offering retail
                        traders access to platforms for accessing real-time quotes. The fee is generally waived off
                        after the execution of a certain amount of trades or generation of commissions. Some brokers may
                        also charge an inactivity fee from traders whose trading volume is too low.

                

            

            
                
                    Offering 100% transparency in both prices and trading, these brokers
                        play no role in the placement of a CFD trade in the real markets. Their only job is to carry out
                        compliance checks to ensure that the trade is conducted in an orderly manner. The financial
                        benefit for the broker lies in the transaction charges that are incurred by traders. Some
                        brokers also charge a fee for the live streaming of exchange prices. These brokers provide
                        traders an interface to view real time quotes for trading decisions, besides offering all the
                        advantages of CFD trading, like leverage.
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                    DMA brokers offer CFD trading where
                        traders speculate on the rise or fall in the price of an asset, such as equities forex or
                        indices. They do not actually buy or sell the underlying instrument but enter into a contract
                        for difference with the broker at a price based on the underlying market price. The broker then
                        hedges this price by placing a cash order in the order book on their own behalf. Since the
                        prices quoted are real time, there is no spread and traders only need to pay a fee for using the
                        technology or the platform.
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                    DMA brokers are often confused with STP or ECN brokers,
                        since they all work through the non-dealing desk model and thus do not involve slippage or
                        requotes. However, they all vary in the way they function. 

                    Straight Through Processing or STP brokers send client orders to their
                        liquidity providers, generally big banks, for execution. On the other hand, Electronic
                        Communication Network or ECN brokers offer clients pricing from various liquidity providers.
                        These brokers provide several ask and bid prices, besides market depth and order book, which
                        allows their clients to assess the trends and then make a trading decision.

                    ECN brokers provide traders DMA, but the processing and execution of
                        trades is done via the liquidity providers.
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            This
                operational structure is called a dealing desk. In contrast, DMA brokers do not pass the orders of their
                clients through a dealing desk and thus are called 'No Dealing Desk' brokers. So, trading via DMA
                brokers and market makers differs on several counts:

        

        
            
                
                    
                        Liquidity

                        In the case of DMA CFD trading, while a trader is actually trading
                            at the market price with no spreads involved, the liquidity is decided by the availability
                            of a counterparty. This determined the speed of its execution and the size of the spread.
                            DMA promotes higher levels of market liquidity as a result of an increased amount of buyers
                            and sellers at all times.

                        In contrast, a market maker is making the market. In this case, the
                            broker is providing the pricing that is used for buying and selling of contracts. The prices
                            quoted by the broker tend to be not be as good as the real markets, but they incorporate the
                            cost of the risk being absorbed by the broker. A major advantage of this type of trading is
                            the level of liquidity. Market makers execute trades at a much faster speed than DMA
                            brokers. This is because the broker is the counterparty for the trade.

                    

                    
                        Real-Time Prices

                        Another difference between market makers and DMA brokers is that the
                            former quotes their prices on the underlying market but the quoted prices are not the exact
                            market prices. Also, they may reject orders and requote prices which may result in delayed
                            trades. This is not the case for DMA brokers, since trading is live and real time.

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        Earnings

                        A market maker earns from spreads, while a DMA broker earns through
                            the commissions charged on each trade. While DMA brokers may charge their clients higher
                            commissions than a market maker, there are no added spreads, since trades are carried out at
                            live market prices. Market makers determine the spreads on the basis of demand and supply
                            for the underlying instrument and their own risk tolerance.

                    

                    
                        Participation in Open
                            and Close Auctions

                        Trading via the DMA route allows even small traders to participate
                            in the opening and closing auctions of an exchange, when a stock or any other instrument
                            touches its high or low of the day. This is not possible in the case of trading through
                            Market Makers.

                    

                    
                        Hedging

                        Market makers also differ from DMA brokers in that they do not
                            automatically hedge the positions in the open market. Market makers offset trades against
                            other traders or buy options or futures, or buy the underlying instrument in the open
                            market. On the other hand, a DMA broker will not necessarily hedge trades. They will instead
                            take the opposite side of their client’s trade.

                        The decision to choose between DMA and market makers will depend on
                            choosing between more accurate trades in DMA trading or the high level of liquidity offered
                            by market makers.
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                Broker Important?

        

        
            Access to DMA trading is possible by opening a trading account with a reputable and registered broker. This
                is important because brokers registered with authorities like the CySec, ASIC or FCA need to comply with
                the regulatory guidelines related to their services and take adequate care to ensure that client funds
                are maintained in separate accounts from those of the broker’s own funds. They also need to prioritise
                the interests of the client.
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                    To begin with, not all brokers offer DMA access which makes checking
                        that they the first order of business. Look for a broker who is transparent about the
                        commissions and spreads, terms of trading, leverage being offered, payment options and customer
                        support services.

                    Clarity about the terms of opening and operating account
                        allows traders to make informed decisions. This also helps traders tailor their accounts and
                        transaction cost structure to fit with their strategy and goals.
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                    Before finalising which broker to trade with,
                        also check the trading options available. An established broker will offer DMA trading in Share
                        CFDs, Futures CFDs, Indices, Commodities and Forex. This allows traders to choose from a wide
                        variety of instruments from a single trading account. Some other factors to be considered while
                        looking for a DMA broker are:

                    	
                            Level of leverage being
                                    offered. Choose a broker offering leverage of 100:1 or more.

                        
	
                            Security of funds
                                should be ensured by segregating client accounts from the broker’s account, so
                                that the broker cannot use client funds for their own needs.

                        
	
                            Trading platforms
                                and technical tools offered on the platform can make or break DMA trades. The efficiency
                                of the platform aids in fast execution.

                        
	
                            Commission being
                                charged on CFD trading in various instruments.
Multiple funding options, such as
                                credit or debit cards, PayPal, BPay, Neteller, bank transfer and other online payments.
                            

                        
	
                            Customer support
                                    services are important for new traders who might not be familiar with trading
                                platforms, market conditions and trading rules. 

                        
	
                            Other services,
                                like news feed and trading tools, are highly useful for traders of all skill levels.

                        


                    Once you have decided on a good broker for DMA trading,
                        you can open an account by providing the necessary details, supplying the Know Your Client (KYC)
                        information followed by depositing the margin money in your trading account. You can start
                        trading once you have downloaded the broker’s DMA trading platform. The speed of trade execution
                        means that there is no time for error. It is important to develop a trading plan that includes
                        goals, risk/reward appetite and risk management techniques. This will allow you to make the most
                        of the financial markets.
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 Access 10,000+ financial instruments
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 Auto open & close positions
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 News & economic calendar
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 Technical indicators & charts
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 Many more tools included
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                DISCLAIMER: This material on this website is intended for illustrative purposes and general information only. 
                    It does not constitute financial advice nor does it take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs. Commission, interest, platform fees, dividends, variation margin and other fees and charges may apply to financial products or services available from FP Markets. 
                    The information in this website has been prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situation or needs. 
                    You should consider the information in light of your objectives, financial situation and needs before making any decision about whether to acquire or dispose of any financial product. Contracts for Difference (CFDs) are derivatives and can be risky; 
                    When trading CFDs you do not own or have any rights to the CFDs underlying assets.
                

                

                FP Markets recommends that you seek independent advice from an appropriately qualified person before deciding to invest in or dispose of a derivative. 
                    A Product Disclosure Statement for each of the financial products, as well as our TMD (Target Market Determination), are available from FP Markets and can be obtained either from this website or on request from our offices and should be considered before entering into transactions with us. 
                    FP Markets is a group of companies which include First Prudential Markets Pty Ltd (ABN 16 112 600 281, AFS Licence No. 286354), a company authorised and regulated by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), 
                    Registered Address: Level 5, 10 Bridge Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000, Australia and First Prudential Markets Ltd (registration number HE 372179), 
                    a company authorised and regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (CySEC Licence number 371/18, Registered Address: Griva Digeni, 109, Aigeo Court, 2nd floor, 3101, Limassol, Cyprus. 
                    FP Markets does not accept applications from U.S, Japan or New Zealand residents or residents from any other country or jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to those local laws or regulations.
                

                
                Winner of ‘Best Global Forex Value Broker’ at the Global Forex Awards 2019 & 2020 

                ** Data acquired from our server shows our EURUSD spread to be 0.0 pips on average 63.56% of the time from  01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022 (available for our RAW Spread trading accounts only).

                 ^ For MT4/5 only. Terms and conditions apply 

                * The median order execution time between the trade being received, processed and confirmed as executed by us is 29 milliseconds. As observed from our bridge provider between  01-12-2022 to 31-12-2022. FP Markets was rated by Investment Trends as the Best for Quality of Trade Execution 2019  

                 ** Terms and conditions apply. 
   
                ^^ Sat & Sun 08:00am to 16:00pm (GMT+2) 
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                Thank you for visiting FP Markets

            

            
                The website www.fpmarkets.com is operated by First Prudential Markets PTY Ltd an entity that is not established in the EU or regulated by an EU National Competent Authority. The entity falls outside the EU regulatory framework i.e. MiFID II and there is no provision for an Investor Compensation Scheme. Read T & Cs

                Please confirm, that the decision was made independently at your own exclusive initiative and that no solicitation or recommendation has been made by FP Markets or any other entity within the group.
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                        (proceed to fpmarkets.com)
                

                
                    I DO NOT CONFIRM

                            (recommended for EU residents)
                

            

        

    

























